Services

DCC provides complete solutions to your HVAC, Electrical, Mechanical and Building needs so
you may focus on your core business. From routine breakdown repairs to preventive
maintenance activities, overhauling, retrofits and replacements, DCC can be entrusted with
these tasks so the customer may enjoy the financial, quality and technical benefits by working
with the engineering professionals in this field.
DCC provides comprehensive solutions to enhance equipment life and efficiency to reduce
operating costs by carrying out detailed equipment performance analysis, providing reports and
detailed documentation and improving communication with regular feedback. DCC works with
many specialist service companies to provide total comfort maintenance.

MAINTENANCE SERVICES
DCC can offer different types of maintenance contracts such as Preventive Maintenance,
Semi-Comprehensive Maintenance & Comprehensive Maintenance as well as customized
maintenance programs tailor made to meet requirement of the customers.

OPERATIONS SERVICES
While proper maintenance has its importance in improving reliability and increasing equipment
life, however, improper of equipment can result in energy waste, reduction in equipment life due
to incorrect loading & shutdowns and poor environmental quality.
DCC can undertake comprehensive operations & maintenance contracts to improve equipment
efficiency by proper scheduling and detection of any abnormalities and timely rectification thus
reducing energy costs & increasing equipment life.

FACILITY MAINTENANCE SERVICES
DCC can provide facility maintenance services to include not only HVACR equipment such as
chillers, AHUs, FCUs, Pumps, Cooling Towers, Compressors but also electrical panels &
equipment, plumbing, civil and lighting services.An experienced team comprising of HVAC
technicians, electricians, plumbers, mechanics, masons, carpenters, painters and other trades
as per site requirement are deputed on facility maintenance contracts to allow the customer to
focus on core lines of their businesses.

SERVICE, REPAIRS AND OVERHAULING
DCC has a technical & professional service team with experience on various manufacturers’
equipment and are able to perform Service and Repair works on equipment such as LG,
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Carrier, York, Trane, McQuay etc. as well as perform complete overhauling & retrofit works.

REPLACEMENT CONTRACTING
DCC have considerable experience in replacement contracting and retrofit solutions. DCC can
offer turn-key solutions to replace obsolete or damaged equipment such as Chillers, Air Side
equipment, Cooling towers, Pumps etc. with new & energy efficient equipment along with
modifications required in the system design, piping, valves & fittings.

REPLACEMENT CONTRACTING
DCC have considerable experience in replacement contracting and retrofit solutions. DCC can
offer turn-key solutions to replace obsolete or damaged equipment such as Chillers, Air Side
equipment, Cooling towers, Pumps etc. with new & energy efficient equipment along with
modifications required in the system design, piping, valves & fittings.

EQUIPMENT PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

DCC can undertake performance analysis contracts on new as well as old equipment & overall
HVAC systems to analyze performance characteristics and do comparison with the design data
sheets. The analysis follows detailed report and recommendations on how to improve system
performance & energy efficiency.
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